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IT'S ALL MY ENERGY

today’s practical magic for modern merlins is very simple. we’ve talked about it before, but I
want  it  to  go on record in  the  history  books,  is  that  100 percent  of  the  energy that  you
encounter is yours. there is no outside energy whatsoever.
to me, it’s so simple, so obvious, but yet feel into humanity, other people, people you know.
they’re going somewhere else for their energy. they may not call it energy. they may call it a
paycheck or  emotional  support.  they may call  it  whatever.  they’re going somewhere else,
including places like god. god doesn’t have any energy. I mean, even if you went and begged
god, you get down on your hands and knees and you prayed, “could I have some energy?”
god is like, “I don’t have any. I don’t have any. I’m all consciousness. what are you talking
about? I’m not energy.”
it’s all yours. every bit of it. once you understand that, that there is nothing on the outside and
it’s, again, one of those weird things. you’re like, “yeah, but that tree out there, that’s not my
energy.” it is. it is. it’s all your energy. there’s actually really no tree out there. there’s no tree.
it’s all your energy. what you’re seeing right here (pointing to himself), my dear friends, is
your energy. that’s it.
we play a great big game in this, that energy is on the outside and somehow you have to go
out there to get it. we play a great big game that even I’m an outside energy called adamus
saint-germain. nah, it’s your energy.
kind of freaks the mind out. the mind’s like, “well, I don’t know. let me touch you. no, you’re
not …” it’s your energy. it’s all your perception. and I say it’s your “energy,” you could also
substitute  the  word  “perception.”  it’s  basically  the  same  thing.  energy  is  just  a  way  of
perceiving. energy is a song. it’s a communication. it’s a way to perceive and experience.
so practical magic for the modern merlin is suddenly understanding, “it’s my energy there. all
mine.”
humans like to blame other people and like to think that everything is outside of them and that
they ain’t got shit, that they have very, very little and they have no control. that is a game. that
is a bad game, but it’s a game. and for the modern merlins you realize, “no, it’s all my energy,
my perception. I don’t need to get it. I  don’t need energy from anyplace else. I don’t need
anybody’s approval on anything. it’s all mine.” then the fun begins, because you realize it’s
not about a lot of outside forces invading and attacking you and trying to take your little bit,
your nuts that you squirreled away for the winter. it’s like, “hang on a second. those are all my
nuts and the invaders are all me.” and it’s like, “wow, what a great game.” then you start to
have fun.
it’s mind boggling, because the mind is like, “no, no, no, it couldn’t be, because I see other
people.” actually,  no,  you really don’t.  there is a sense of  perception that there are other
souled beings. you’re perceiving their consciousness, but it’s your energy through which you
perceive them. in other words, you’re not really perceiving them. I mean, it’s not their energy.



 it’s your perception. it’s your big tv show or movie about them. imagine that energy is a great
big cloud, a mist and it’s all yours. there is a souled being on the other side of the mist that
you perceive from soul being to soul being, but the energy between you and them is all you
and you’re just perceiving them through your own energy fog or goggles or whatever. but it’s
all your energy. that’s so simple, but yet the mind is going to resist it and rebel against it and
try to overly philosophize it.
could you just take a moment, without getting all head-crapped and just take a moment and
realize, “it’s all my energy, and it’s all here to serve me. and I have the maturity never to let it
harm me, nor does it have an intent to harm me. but it’s all mine and it’s here to serve me.”
that’s amazing. that’s, again, when the magic begins, because suddenly the energy doesn’t
have to play this game, you know, here’s the energy, like, “oh, for christ sakes! once again,
billy gets up in the morning and he’s playing this game that I’m outside of him, so we’ve got to
go along with it, because that’s what soul being is doing and that’s what the human is doing,
so we’ve got to play this game.”
imagine how relieved energy will be when you finally say, “damn! this is all mine. it’s my way
of perceiving and experiencing reality. it’s all mine.” that’s when the magic begins. that’s when
you realize there are no outside forces. there’s nobody trying to take your energy. there’s
really not. there are no bigger energies. there are no boogeymen energies. there’s none of
that. it’s all your own. when you start to realize that, the magic really starts happening. then
you can joyfully allow it to serve you. and you’re not going to harm yourself. that’s the other
big thing. you’re not going to harm yourself. you will not. you’ll test yourself. I  know that.
you’re going to test yourself in this and say, “am I really ready?” and “can I really do this?” go
ahead and play “test yourself” and you’re going to realize whn you do, that, “damn, I do have
the maturity and this is all my energy. let the fun begin.”


